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JOST Agriculture with strong brands Quicke and ROCKINGER at the
SIMA 2022
For the first time the Quicke Sales team will exhibit ROCKINGER products at the trade fair stand in
Paris from 6 to 10 November. Alongside the launch of ROCKINGER in France, JOST will present the
TRIDEC hydraulic suspension as well as the new Quicke Multigrab and Silocut ranges. With the joint
appearance of the strong brands, JOST demonstrates its industrial expertise as a producer and supplier of systems and components for agricultural commercial vehicles.
For the launch of ROCKINGER in France, the Quicke Sales team will demonstrate a vertical pick-up
hitch which is flexible to use for harvesters, telehandlers and other applications. Another highlight is a
towing hitch with a height-adjustable Piton-Fix as well as a manual hitch. Visitors can get to know the
ROCKINGER sensor coupling, where the locking status of the coupling pin can be seen via an external
display. Furthermore, flange couplings, drawbar eyes and low-wear calottes will be showcased.
Quicke is represented with well-established products such as the Multibenne range, a premium general-purpose bucket for all-round work.
Other innovations are:
- For the Quicke front loader range:
o New C-Series: full range of compact loaders for tractors from 15 to 65 HP
- For the Quicke implement range:
o New Multigrab C range to equip compact loaders
o New Multigrab M+ to equip agricultural front loaders and telehandlers
o New Silocut range to equip agricultural front loaders, telehandlers and wheel loaders
(available in M, L and XL sizes)
- For the Quicke digital solutions:
o New Q-companion App is now allowing all Quicke customers (regardless of if they are
using Q-companion or not) to stay connected with the updated Quicke information such as user manuals, parts catalogue, the dealer locator and much more.
The agricultural business is one of the two business lines of JOST with service quality, customer orientation and sales excellence as top priorities. Offering both Quicke and ROCKINGER products in France
generates synergies in product development and purchasing.
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“Customers profit from the guaranteed quality and performance through our brands Quicke and ROCKINGER. Both long-established brands offer an extremely versatile, premium quality and reliable
product range. True to the maxim smarter, safer, stronger”, said François Braud, Country Manager at
Quicke. “ROCKINGER and products are produced specifically for our respective markets. This guarantees close customer contact and a suitable range of products and ensures that original spare parts can
be supplied in next to no time in France.”
ROCKINGER Agriculture has traditionally been an expert partner for trailer technology in agriculture
and forestry. Thanks to ongoing innovation and development, the product range is always at the forefront of the constantly developing demands of this dynamic market. Today, products from ROCKINGER
Agriculture are just as likely to be found in agricultural trucks and telescopic loaders as they are in
construction machinery and industrial vehicles.
Since 1949, Quicke is developing and manufacturing premium quality front loaders and implements.
The innovator Quicke has been known to be one of the driving forces in modernizing and digitalizing
the agricultural business. Quicke is still continuing the journey towards being a complete manufacturer
of front loaders and associated implements – with its philosophy letting customers “work smarter, not
harder”. Quicke is part of JOST since 2020.
As the developer and producer of manufacturer-independent trailer axle steering systems in Europe,
TRIDEC provides mechanically, hydraulically and electronically controlled steering systems and trailer
suspensions. At the SIMA TRIDEC will feature the new edition of the HD-O suspension system.
The HD-O hydraulic pneumatic axle-suspension is the perfect solution for challenging conditions, as
found in all kinds of off-road situations. The robust 3-point suspension does not produce internal torsion forces, this unique concept makes ripped suspension belong to the past and assures a long lifetime, even in the toughest circumstances and with 14t axle load.

Visit JOST Agriculture in Hall 6 Stand H072.
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About JOST:
JOST is a world-leading producer and supplier of safety-critical systems for the commercial vehicle industry. Under the umbrella brand of JOST, the comprehensive range of products is broken down into
systems for applications on the road and in agriculture:
The JOST brand includes fifth wheel couplings, landing gears, ball bearing turntables, king pins and
container locks as well as components for alternating systems. Truck and trailer axles are also sold
under the JOST brand. The tradition steeped ROCKINGER brand comprises the core components of
towing hitches, drawbar eyes and drawbars for transporters and trucks. TRIDEC offers steering systems
and axle suspensions for trailers.
ROCKINGER products are used in agricultural applications. Quicke has been part of the JOST family
since February 2020 and specialises in agricultural front loaders and equipment.
JOST currently employs over 3,000 staff worldwide and has sales and production sites in over 20 countries and on all five continents. JOST has been listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Further information on JOST can be found here: www.jost-world.com
Press contact:
Christin Zindritsch, Manager Marketing Communications, christin.zindritsch@jost-world.com
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Image material
For the first time visitors can experience ROCKINGER products at the SIMA 2022. Highlights are the
RO820X, a towing hitch with a height-adjustable Piton-Fix, as well as the manual hitch RO810D.

The ROCKINGER sensor coupling RO855B: The locking status of the coupling pin can be seen via an
external display.
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For high resolution Quicke pictures, please contact marketing@alo.se
The Quicke C-Series: the new compact loader packed with performance for small tractors from 15 to
65 HP:

The new Quicke Multigrab C range to equip compact loaders (prototypes):
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The new Quicke Multigrab M+ to equip agricultural front loaders and telehandlers (prototypes):
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The new Silocut range packed with ground-breaking features. Both the Silocut L+ and XL+ are available
with two additional innovations: a bale wrap handler as well as a push out mechanism:
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The new Q-companion App – stay connected with Quicke! No registration needed.
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The new edition of the TRIDEC HD-O suspension system is the perfect solution for challenging conditions, as found in all kinds of off-road situations.
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